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SURVEY: Interest in Full-Text DB Access

interest

* Do you already have access through your university or other institution to major full-text
academic data bases?
Choose one of the following answers

 I'm pretty much all set -- no real need for any further access.

 Have access, but only to major WESTERN full-text services.

 Have access, but only to major KOREAN full-text services.

 
Have access in theory, but can't usually use it, other than directly at my
institution.

 
Have some access, but not to USEFUL full-text services such as ProQuest
dissertations or JSTOR (journal articles).

 Have no regular institutional access to full-text DBs.

 

Have access, but only by asking colleagues or friends to loan their access
paaswords, or by asking them to get certain documents for me. [NOTE: the
survey is completely anonymous, no worries...]

*

What is your status as regards to KOREAN STUDIES or ACADEMIA?

Check any that apply

 
I am a student or a professor or have some other academic job and am
working professionally on Korea.

 I am a retired academic (but of course never truly retired).

 I am some sort of hobbyist in Korean Studies (or a related field).

Given you are among those *not* all set and happy with your current access situation to
full-text academic data bases, on a scale of 1 to 5 (whereby 5 is most important), how
important would you consider the need or advantage of having access to all the major
journals, dissertations, and other sources -- IN THE WEST (USA, Europe)?



 1  2  3  4  5  No answer

Given you are among those *not* all set and happy with your current access situation to
full-text academic data bases, on a scale of 1 to 5 (whereby 5 is most important), how
important would you consider the need or advantage of having access to all the major
journals, dissertations, and other sources -- IN KOREA?

 1  2  3  4  5  No answer

*

Given you where offered such access, how much would it be worth to you -- that is, how
much would you be willing to pay at the maximum to download .... [The NUMBERS below
stand for the full amount is USD -- e.g. 2 = $2.00]

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
a dissertation

published book
journal article

book review
newspaper article

other source
documents

* Within one year, how many articles, dissertations, and other documents do you expect
to download or access, given pricing would be reasonable and match your expectations.

Only numbers may be entered in this field.

Any comments and suggestions? Please note them here -- and do NOT sign by name, to
keep this anonym.



Exit and clear survey Resume later Submit


